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Principal’s Report
Steve Carli-Seebohm

Dear Parents and Caregivers

My name is Steve Carli-Seebohm, and I would like to take this opportunity to introduce 
myself as the new Principal of Penola High School from the beginning of Term 4.

I am excited, and equally honored, to be taking up this position following on from Lesley 
Okholm. I would like to thank Lesley for the work she has undertaken at Penola, and 
wish her the very best as she steps out of this position.

A little bit about me. I grew up in Mount Gambier, completed my schooling through 
Suttontown Primary School and Mount Gambier High School before heading off to 
Adelaide to complete my secondary education degree in Design, Visual and Performing 
Arts. Following this, I headed north across the border and have worked in a number 
of educational settings since. These included high and boarding schools, juvenile 
detention, flexible learning, and behavior support in the Central Regional Office in 
Northern Territory.

I returned to the South East in 2017 where I worked at Mount Gambier High School in 
the flexible learning space. For the last 5 years I have been working at Millicent High 
School as the senior leader, looking after Years 9 and 10, as well as the Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander students and their support staff.

My focus in schools is based around positive relationship building, wellbeing and 
behavior support. I want to see students engaging in learning experiences, and enjoying 
undertaking learning opportunities working with their teachers and support staff. 

Honesty, integrity and accountability are the 3 key elements I work with alongside 
young people, and believe focusing on these skills will help students no matter their 
educational and career pathways - I want to support our students in making the most of 
their opportunities. I always say, ‘Why climb half way up the mountain when the view 
from the top is always the best!’

I look forward to visiting classrooms, meeting staff and students, and doing my part to 
make the transition as seamless as possible. Term 4 will be full of exciting opportunities, 
finishing the year in a positive light, with all of us earning a well-earned break after 
what has been a challenging and highly interesting year across the region!

Yours sincerely

Steve Carli-Seebohm
Principal

Issue 9 30 September 2022

Important Dates
Monday 17 October 2022
• First Day of Term 4

Thursday 27 October 2022
• Knock Out Basketball
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9-A-Side Football
Josh Pearce

On Wednesday 28 September 2022 Penola High School 
hosted the South East Girls 9-A-Side football carnival, 
with teams from Year 7/8 and Year 9/10 participating. 
Over the years, the carnival has harnessed the genuine 
opportunities that aspiring footballers now have, and offers 
an introduction to the game in a fun and competitive way 
through modified playing fields and rules.

Under the guidance of coach Lochy Neale, the Year 9/10 
team faced stiff opposition throughout the day, but held 
their own. The team had many free-flowing plays due to 
the coach’s rehearsed, but stirring words during the breaks. 
Elodie Burr was the team’s enforcer, throwing herself into 
the play with little regard for her body. Rachel Jerome and 
Amber Morton were stalwarts in defence, making plenty 
of tackles and never giving up. Amelia Willis and Shelley 
Crawford, though new to football, transitioned their skills 
from other codes seamlessly and developed their football 
sense. The biggest highlight was the late addition of Lilly 
Allen, who was stellar in the forward line and worked well 
with Emma Jerome, kicking multiple goals.  Emma, Rachel 
and Elodie showed true grit throughout the day as they 
became on field leaders, supporting their less experienced 
teammates and moving to positions where they could 
support and gain advantage.

Debut coach, Bailey Lindner, took the helm of the Year 7/8 
team, and after a stirring speech the girls were ready to 
go. Tegan Lythgo used her height to full advantage, taking 
control of the ruck and dictating where the ball would go, 
giving plenty of opportunities for Skye Virtanen and Kiara 
Epiha to get the ball inside 50 - no doubt both girls had 
leather poisoning by the end of the day. One word describes 
Keira Roper, tough, she never shied away from the ball, and 
at one stage was confronted with a 4 on 1, which she won. In 
attack, Holly Dinnison made the most of every opportunity, 
kicking a goal from a tight angle.

After only saying the day before that she would play as 
long as she wouldn’t be tackled or have to go near the ball, 
Nellie Lear dominated the opposition defence, kicking over 
10 goals (and stating that tackling was the highlight). Could 
she be the best footballer in the family? Alexis Pollard and 
Mia ‘The General’ Gartner demonstrated the true potential 
that they have as defenders, stopping goals with their 
tackling becoming like shelling peas. The game plan that 
Bailey perfected the night before, worked magnificently as 
the girls went undefeated throughout the carnival.

Most importantly, both teams epitomised what Penola High 
School values, respect and inclusivity. They represented 
showed genuine sportsmanship, and competed in a way 
that was tough, but fair.  Well done to both teams. 

Senior School Report
Hillary Trotter

The last few weeks have been an incredibly busy time in our 
school! We have sadly said goodbye to Lesley Okholm, who 
worked so hard, and with so much love for the school and 
our community. Her work and efforts are appreciated, and 
I hope I can continue to work towards our shared vision for 
Penola High School, with the support of staff and students.

I would like to welcome our new Principal, Steve Carli-
Seebohm. He will join us from Term 4, and I strongly believe 
will add value to our team and our school. We look forward 
to working with him!

It is a hugely busy time of the year for our senior students 
as well! Many students are preparing for the end of the 
year by finishing off major assessment tasks, preparing for 
exams and applying for university. I have spoken to a couple 
of students who have received offers based on their Year 11 
results, and whom are now working towards successfully 
completing their subjects to ensure they can access this 
place. This is exciting and a wonderful step towards their 
future pathways.

The Year 11 SRC students should be very proud of their 
efforts putting together the whole school formal. It was a 
really fun night and was enjoyed by all!

I hope you all have a restful holiday, and let’s work together 
to make Term 4 successful!

Sentral App for Parents

Last week parents were emailed information regarding the 
Sentral for Parents app, which is now available as a FREE 
download from the App Store or Google Play.

A hard copy of this information is also included with your 
child’s end of term report.

Via the app (and parent portal) you will be able to:
-receive real-time notifications and messages from school
-view academic reports    
-submit student absence notifications
-view calendar events
-view & download school policies
-view & download school Newsletters
-view your child’s timetable
-view homework set for your child
-book Parent-Teacher-Student interviews (when they are 
made available)

More functions will continue to be added over time.

We would like all PHS families to download the FREE Sentral 
for Parents app asap as we plan to make Sentral for Parents 
a one-stop shop for all communications.
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Let’s look at...Year 7 Maths and Science
Joel Crawford and Tayte Virtanen

This term in Maths the Year 7 students covered angles, 
classifying triangles, adding and subtracting positive and 
negative numbers, as well as a block of algebra. In Science, 
students focused on the Earth Sciences, with all enjoying 
the content, and being engaged with the learning which 
involved hands-on activities/work.

As part of our Earth Sciences students explored permeability, 
porosity, evaporation and migration rate of oil and gas. To 
explore porosity and permeability they investigated how 
water moves through soil and completed a chocolate 
experiment. The chocolate experiment involved using 
milk and three different types of Chocolate Aero, Kit Kat 
and milk chocolate. Students got a cup of milk and sucked 
on the different types of chocolates to see what one they 
could drink from. The Aero and milk chocolate didn’t work 
whereas Kit Kat did.

Students also completed an evaporation investigation 
invovling an online simulation. They explored the rate of 
evaporation by changing the surface area, temperature 
and humidity. The class ran the simulation to see what 
impacts on the rate of evaporation. The last thing the class 
focused on was oil and gases and how fracking may cause 
earthquakes. Earthquakes could happen because they can 
put the wastewater underground.

Let’s look at...Technical Studies
Chris Jordan

The Year 7 and 8 students are finishing up their wooden 
boxes, which have produced great results. They made a 
rebate joint on each corner and added a sliding lid. Although 
it took some time and patience to get some lids to operate 
fully, all worked out in the end.

Students in Year 9 and 10 are working on a variety of metal 
toolboxes, framed products, and metal lathe turned house 
nozzles. The metal lathe has proved difficult to tame, with 
students having to turn aluminium, which is a soft metal, 
into a decent finish to take the hose fittings. Even though 
these are all new concepts for students. they tackled them 
successfully.

The Year 12s have taken a weeks break to concentrate on 
their theory, but are looking forward to installing the door 
on the pizza oven next term.
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Middle School Report
Rikki Helps

Ready to Learn Plans
Following our staff creating “Ready to Learn Plans” to share their zones and strategies for regulation, our whole middle 
school have created their own plans. This was an opportunity to revisit our “Zones of Regulation” learning from earlier in 
the year and reassess our strategies. Common thoughts on feeling present, centred and grounded were eating well and 
having a good night’s sleep. Please ask your child to share their “Ready to Learn Plan” with you. 

Learning for Life
In Healthy Lifestyles students have been working through the Shine Program. This program focuses on relationships and 
sexual health, and aims to build relationships skills, health literacy, e-safety and achieve long-term health and social 
outcomes.

Students have been given a number of trusted websites to visit, and are encouraged to access these when exploring their 
wonderings around sexual health and relationships. It would be appreciated if parents/caregivers ensured their young 
people explore topics in a safe way online. A full list of websites is shared via our Healthy Lifestyles Google Classroom.

Student Absence SMS (only)
Notification number:

0400 134 993

FRIENDLY REMINDER 2022
STUDENT FREE DAY

FRIDAY 18 NOVEMBER 2022 (Term 4, Week 5)

STUDENT FREE DAY
MONDAY 21 NOVEMBER 2022 (Term 4, Week 6)
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Let’s look at...Independent Living
Andi Zerk

Students in Year 11 Independent Living have had a busy 
term. Independent Living is a course where students apply 
their knowledge and skills to a real-world task, event, 
learning opportunity, or context, which leads to a specific 
purpose, product, or outcome. 

Topics have included budget meal plans, preparing to 
move into a flat, and car maintenance. The students were 
fortunate to have Carly Moulton, property manager at 
Penola PPHS, come and discuss what students are required 
to do when applying for a flat or house. Students practised 
completing rental application forms, finding out that a 
lot of information is needed before they may qualify as a 
potential tenant.

Students also looked at several vehicles as part of car 
maintenance, learning the basics around using and servicing 
cars, learning that although cars are not designed the same 
they all still need the same level of care. Thank you to staff 
and Year 12 students that allowed their cars to be used for 
the practical part.

Let’s look at...Year 12 Health/Recreation
Andi Zerk

Over the past few terms Year 12 student, Amber Boutcher 
has been working on her Community Studies.

Based on the issue of mental health, Amber came up with 
the idea of creating an inviting space for students to be able 
to access during school. Although social connections are 
vital for our physical and emotional wellbeing, alone time 
is also crucial to mental health.

Amber planned and created garden furniture with the help 
of the school community by a voting system. Based on 
feedback, Amber then began to design the furniture. With 
assistance from the Penola Men’s Shed, Amber learnt new 
workworking and life skills. As a thank you, Amber then 
turned to the kitchen and cooked scones for a morning tea.
To complete the space, Amber researched appropriate 
plants for the area and made cushions for the seating.
Throughout the project, Amber was able to develop 
her personal and social capabilities and establish small 
relationships.

Amber would like to thank GEM Earthmovers Penola for 
their generous donations, and the Year 9 and 11 students 
for assisting with the planting. The garden is now at the 
school for all to enjoy and add to over the years. The school 
community would like to thank Amber for her efforts.
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Let’s look at...Year 9/10 Agricultural Studies
Cory O’Connor

Over the past few weeks, Year 9 and 10 students have been 
looking at animal health with crutching sheep the main 
focus.

Students went on an excursion to learn about crutching 
sheep, enabled by the use of Judy Goodes’ shearing shed. 
Students loved the hands-on experience, learning how to 
set up a hand piece and crutch the sheep. All who attended 
would love to have another shot at doing a full days’ worth of 
work. (if you know anyone or are someone that is crutching 
over the next few weeks, students would love to have that 
experience again to improve their crutching skills.)

Students are now starting to learn how to prepare steers/
cows for show season. Students will be attending the Mount 
Gambier Show on Saturday 22 October 2022 to show Mike 
Hentschke dairy cattle.
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PHS FORMAL
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